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A detailed test of mode-coupling theory on all time scales: Time domain
studies of structural relaxation in a supercooled liquid

G. Hinze,a) David D. Brace, S. D. Gottke, and M. D. Fayer
Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

~Received 14 March 2000; accepted 2 June 2000!

The dynamics of supercooled salol~phenyl salicylate! was measured in the time domain using
optical Kerr effect techniques. By combining several experimental setups, data spanning more than
six decades in amplitude and time~;100 fs to;1 ms! were observed. The data have a complex
shape, ranging from high-frequency intramolecular oscillations at short times, to nearly exponential
relaxation at long times. As predicted by mode-coupling theory~MCT!, the data for some ranges of
time appear as power laws. The slowest power law, the von Schweidler power law, has an almost
constant exponent of;0.59 over the entire temperature range studied~247–340 K!. Above the
MCT Tc ~T.;1.17Tg , whereTg is the laboratory glass transition temperature! for t.;1 ps, the
decays are shown to be in excellent agreement with the master curve predicted by ideal MCT when
higher order terms are included. However, the data do not display the plateau predicted by ideal
MCT. To discuss the data at all temperatures, the intermediate time scale portion of the data, 2
,t,10 to 500 ps~depending on the temperature!, is modeled as a power law that falls between the
critical decay and the von Schweidler power law. This intermediate power law shows significant
temperature dependence with an exponent that decreases to a value of;21 belowTc . Calculations
using extended MCT, for a full range of hopping times, demonstrate that the temperature
dependence of the intermediate time scale data near and belowTc cannot be explained by extended
MCT. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!50833-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the liquids as they supercool and appro
the glass transition involves effects that span a very br
range of times. The enormous slowing down of the comp
structural relaxation with decreasing temperature is the m
prominent feature of supercooled liquids. The slowing do
is seen in macroscopic observables, like viscosity1 and long
time diffusion,2 as well as in microscopic properties, lik
density fluctuations3 and rotational correlation times.4 Sev-
eral phenomenological theories deal with the reduction
rates of processes in supercooled liquids.5 However, dynam-
ics in supercooled liquids cover such broad ranges of t
and amplitude that a full understanding remains an exp
mental and theoretical challenge.

Mode coupling theory~MCT!6,7 has been applied to th
description of the dynamics in supercooled liquids. MC
treats the broad range of time scales, from ps to the lon
decay times associated with complete structural relaxat
Because it provides detailed quantitative predictions of
relaxation behavior of supercooled liquids, MCT has tr
gered many recent experiments.7–10 Interest in short times
~ps-ns! or high frequencies~GHz-THz! has been stimulated
by MCT. However, only a few experimental methods exi
e.g., dielectric spectroscopy11,12 and dynamic light
scattering,13–17 which can cover a broad dynamic rang
Most of the experimental methods used to study fast dyn
ics are frequency domain techniques, although there h
a!Permanent address: Institut fuer Physikalische Chemie, Johann
Gutenberg-Universita¨t Mainz, Welderweg 15, 55099 Mainz, Germany.
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been laser-based time domain measurements in the p
region.18,19 Some neutron scattering experiments permit
quisition of time domain data in the ps region.20 While the
accessible time window is very limited, the spatial resoluti
of neutron scattering can provide data that are very usefu
comparison with the predictions of MCT.20–22 In principle,
time domain and frequency domain experiments can y
the same information. However, in practice, different aspe
of the dynamics can be emphasized by vario
experiments.23

While supercooling and glass formation occur in a wi
variety of materials, experimental investigations often foc
on materials with simple structures. By selecting a molec
with relatively simple structure, contributions from intram
lecular dynamics can be reduced or eliminated from the
perimental observables. In this paper, we report a very
tailed time domain experimental study of salol~phenyl
salicylate! using the heterodyne detected optical Kerr effe
~OKE! technique.24–26Salol forms a moderately fragile glas
(m'60)27 with the melting temperatureTm>318 K and the
glass transition temperatureTg>220 K. By combining sev-
eral experimental setups, which are described in some d
below, we can measure the impulse response function of
polarizability–polarizability correlation function~orienta-
tional relaxation! from tens of fs to severalms and longer.
The measurements can be made over any desired rang
times with no gaps. In the experiments presented below,
data span more then six decades in time and six decade

amplitude. Salol has been the subject of a number of previ-
ous studies that have used a variety of experimental

es

3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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methods.28 The OKE technique can be seen as a complem
to dynamic light scattering. However, as shown below, it
possible to extract new information on the dynamics fro
the time domain experiments. Preliminary results on sa
have been published earlier.26,29

In the present paper, all of the features observed in
data on various time scales are addressed, from Raman a
intramolecular vibrations at very short times to t
a-relaxation~structural relaxation! at long times. The inter-
mediate time scale data~;1 ps to;1 ns! is the most inter-
esting. At the onset of the structural relaxation~the end of
the intermediate time regime!, the von Schweidler power law
is observed. This power law has an almost constant ex
nent, b>0.59, over the entire temperature range stud
~247–340 K!. At shorter times (t,2 ps) somewhat abov
Tc , the data are compatible with the critical decay propo
by ideal MCT. Above the MCTTc ~T.;1.17Tg , whereTg

is the laboratory glass transition temperature! for t.;1 ps,
the decays are shown to be in truly remarkable agreem
with the master curve predicted by ideal MCT when high
order terms are included. However, in contrast to the pre
tions of ideal MCT, complete structural relaxation occurs
all temperatures, even whenT,Tc . The plateau predicted
by ideal MCT is not observed. To examine the data over
full range of temperatures, the intermediate time scale p
tion of the data, 2,t,10 to 500 ps~depending on the tem
perature!, is modeled as a power law that falls between
critical decay and the von Schweidler power law. This int
mediate power law shows significant temperature dep
dence with an exponent that decreases to a value of;21
belowTc . Calculations using extended MCT, for a full rang
of hopping times, demonstrate that the temperature de
dence of the intermediate time scale data, near and be
Tc , cannot be explained by extended MCT.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect
periment is a type of nonresonant pump–pro
measurement.24,25 The excitation pulse creates an optical a
isotropy in the sample. Using short pulses<70 fs, the cor-
responding large bandwidth is sufficient to excite an orien
tionally anisotropic distribution of librations that add to th
thermally excited isotropic librational distribution. Dampin
of the librations leaves behind a residual orientational ani
ropy that decays by orientational relaxation.30,31 If the pulse
is longer, the bandwidth is too narrow to excite librations
stimulated Raman scattering. However, an anisotropy de
ops because theE field skews the thermal orientational fluc
tuations of molecules in the liquid. For either type of exci
tion, the decay of the induced anisotropy is monitored w
an additional probe pulse. By delaying the probe pulse o
cally, delay times up to 12 ns can be achieved. For lon
times a continuous wave~cw! probe is utilized in conjunc-
tion with a fast photomultiplier tube and fast digital sam
pling.

Two different pump lasers were employed for the e
periments. For the ultrafast dynamics, i.e., times from ten

3724 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 9, 1 September 2000
fs to 600 ps, a laser system consisting of a regenerative
amplified Ti:Sapphire oscillator produced pulses at a repet
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tion rate of 5 kHz with a center wavelength of 800 nm. B
adjusting the grating pulse compressor, the pulse dura
could be varied from,70 fs to 2 ps. The shortest time sca
data were recorded with the shortest pulses. For data ou
600 ps, the signal-to-noise ratio was improved by increas
the pulse duration. Increasing the pulse duration puts a
quency chirp on the pulse. However, for the nonreson
OKE experiment, a chirp does not change the data. For
slower dynamics,t.100 ps, a mode-lockedQ-switched cav-
ity dumped Nd:YAG laser~1.06mm! with a pulse length of
90 ps and a repetition rate of 1 kHz was used. Probe pu
were beam split off of the excitation pulse for measureme
to 12 ns. In the Ti:Sapphire system, the probe and pu
pulses were the same color. In the Nd:YAG system,
probe pulse was doubled to 532 nm. Fort.12 ns, the
Nd:YAG pump and a 10 mW 650 nm diode laser probe w
used. In all of the experiments, with the exception of cert
very short time scale experiments, optical heterodyne de
tion ~OHD! of the optical Kerr effect~OKE! signal was
employed24,25 by rotating the quarter-wave plate slightly an
leaving the input and output polarizers crossed. Compare
homodyne detection, OHD detection provides better sign
to-noise ratios, and OHD detection yields a signal that
linear in the third-order dielectric susceptibility. The pe
pulse power was limited to avoid damaging the sample
to assure that the homodyne component of the signal
negligible. For some very fast experiments, polarization
lective transient grating OKE~TG-OKE!32 experiments were
performed because they enable the purely electronic
sponse of the system to be eliminated from the signal.33

Data sets were taken on the three systems, Ti:Sapp
Nd:YAG with delayed probe, Nd:YAG with cw probe. Th
scans taken over various time ranges always overlapped
stantially with the time range of the next slowest scan. T
extensive overlap of the scans permitted the data sets t
merged by adjusting only the relative amplitudes so the ov
lap regions were coincident. Great care was taken to as
that the different data sets were properly and unambiguo
merged. Sufficient data were accumulated so that the sig
to-noise ratios in the data overlap regions were excellent
many cases, it is not possible to discern in a fully merg
data set where the segments were combined.

Salol ~phenyl-salicylate, see structure in Fig. 1! was ob-
tained from Aldrich. The samples were purified by vacuu
distillation into a 1 cm glass cuvette for the Nd:YAG las
system and into a 1 mmglass cuvette for the Ti:Sapphir
laser system. Temperature control was obtained using a
stant flow cryostat or closed cycle refrigerator with tempe
ture stability of60.1 K.

Analysis of OHD-OKE data has been the subject of s
eral publications.34 In principle, by applying a deconvolution
procedure the effect of the duration of the laser pulses ca
removed from the time dependence of the signal. Howe
if the input pulses are significantly shorter than the obser
response, which is the case in the experiments prese
here, the deconvolution procedure can be omitted.

The OHD-OKE signal is proportional to the third-orde
35

Hinze et al.
ly
i-
dielectric susceptibility. The contribution arising from mo-
lecular motions, which is of interest here, reduces to the first-
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order dielectric tensor.36 With the appropriate selection o
polarization conditions, the imaginary part of the Four
transform of the OHD-OKE signal,32 I OHDOKE(t), is propor-
tional to data obtained from depolarized light scatterin
xLS9 ,36

xLS9 }Im FT$I OHDOKE~ t !%. ~1!

A detailed comparison between OHD-OKE and hig
resolution light-scattering data displayed excelle
agreement.36

III. MODE-COUPLING THEORY

The data presented below will be discussed using mo
coupling theory. We will first compare the data to ideal MC
and show that the agreement is very good untilTc is ap-
proached from above. We will then examine whether
discrepancies between the data and ideal mode-coup
theory can be explained with extended mode-coupl
theory. In this section, we present the necessary equa
and terms required for the data analysis.

A. Ideal mode-coupling theory

Ideal MCT for supercooled liquids predicts a two-st
relaxation process for the dynamics and an ideal kinetic g
transition that occurs at temperature,Tc . While MCT deals
directly with density fluctuations, many experimental me
ods, e.g., dielectric spectroscopy37 and dynamic light
scattering,38 probe orientational relaxation. It is assumed th
the time dependence of any correlation function that
coupled to the density is similar in nature to the densit
density correlation function.6,7 However, some differences i
experimental results from various experimental techniq
are observed. One reason for observed deviations coul
attributable to corrections to the asymptotic laws
MCT.23,39 One important difference between molecular s

FIG. 1. Optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect data on a log plo
the supercooled liquid salol at 257 K from 100 fs to 0.4ms. The inset shows
the salol molecular structure. The shortest time data are the electroni
sponse followed by oscillations that arise from the excitation of intram
lecular vibrations. From;1 ps to;10 ns, the data consist of three region
the critical decay, an intermediate power law, and the von Schweidler po
law. At the longest times, the data decay is nearly exponential.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 9, 1 September 2000
tems and simple liquids~spheres! is that the former have
orientational degrees of freedom. MCT is derived for simpl
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liquids. To investigate the effect of orientational degrees
freedom, molecular dynamics simulations involving trans
tional and orientational degrees of freedom have b
performed.40,41 In general, the results of the simulations a
consistent with MCT for both translational and orientation
correlation functions.41 In the analysis presented below, w
will assume that results derived for the density–density c
relation function can be applied to the polarizability
polarizability correlation function~orientational relaxation!,
which underlies the OHD-OKE measurements.

Within the two-step relaxation scenario of ideal MC
two power laws are discussed when the theory is conside
in first order. Near the ideal mode-coupling transition te
peratureTc , the long time tail of the very short time dynam
ics ~b regime! is characterized, in first order, by the critic
decay law,6,7

fq~ t !5 f q
c1usu1/2hqS t

ts
D 2a

. ~2!

f q
c denotes the critical Debye–Waller factor,42 hq the critical

amplitude, andts5t0usu21/2a a rescaling time determined b
a microscopic timet0 . The temperature dependence is intr
duced bys5(Tc2T)/Tc . MCT predicts that the exponen
a, falls in the range 0<a<0.395, and it is independent of th
actual observable that is coupled to the density. The ini
decay offq from the plateau valuef q

c is described in first
order by another power law, the von Schweidler law,

fq~ t !5 f q
c2usu1/2hqBS t

ts
D b

, B.0. ~3!

The von Schweidler power law describes the onset of
structural relaxation, which becomes an exponential o
stretched exponential at longer times.

One prediction of MCT is the relationship between t
two power law exponentsa andb,

l5
G2~12a!

G~122a!
5

G2~11b!

G~112b!
, ~4!

whereG denotes the gamma function. In the frequency d
main, the region of interest is a minimum in the imagina
part of the susceptibilityx9~v!, which is often fit to

x9~v!5xmin9
b~v/vmin!

a1a~v/vmin!
2b

a1b
. ~5!

This expression contains both exponents. The tempera
dependence of the minimum,xmin9 5x9(vmin), can be used to
determine the critical temperature,Tc . The power laws
given in Eqs.~2! and ~3! are the leading terms of the powe
law expansions43,44 of the beta correlator,45 which is the full
solution to the kinetic equations arising in MCT. These eq
tions are solved numerically. The power law expansions
proximate the numerical solutions. More extended results
ideal MCT, including higher order terms,44 were used to de-
scribe experimental data over larger ranges of time
frequency.22,26,46,47Using the higher order terms, the beha
ior between the limiting power laws given in Eqs.~2! and~3!

44

r

re-
-

er

3725Structural relaxation in a supercooled liquid
e
can be calculated with 1% accuracy.The extended forms of
Eqs.~2! and ~3! are, for timest0,t<ts ,
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fq~ t !5 f q
c1hqusu1/2@~ t/ts!2a2A1~ t/ts!a

1A2~ t/ts!3a2A3~ t/ts!5a1¯#, ~6!

and for ts,t<ta ,

fq~ t !5 f q
c1hqusu1/2@2B~ t/ts!b

1~B1 /B!~ t/ts!2b1¯#. ~7!

Taking the higher order terms in the expansion of theb
correlator into account, theoretical predictions can be co
pared to experimental data over a wide time window.

B. Extended mode-coupling theory

One weakness of ideal MCT when applied to molecu
liquids arises from the predicted temperature dependenc
the structural relaxation. At temperaturesT.Tc , structural
relaxation leads to a final decay offq to zero. In ideal MCT,
at Tc there is a transition from ergodic to nonergodic beh
ior. Below Tc , ideal MCT predicts that the system remai
with fq5 f q

c as t→`, i.e., structural relaxation is incom
plete. The deviations from the predictions of ideal MCT a
clearcut in molecular glass-forming systems in which str
tural relaxation is found at temperaturesTg,T,Tc .

In extended MCT, an additional parameter,d, is added to
the equation of motion that determines theb correlator,
G(t),48

s1lG2~ t !2dt5
d

dt E0

t

G~ t2t8!G~ t8!dt8. ~8!

d is associated with hopping processes that restore ergod
belowTc .48–50In a similar context, Goldstein first discusse
hopping processes51 as occurring at temperatures below t
point at which ordinary diffusive processes would cea
While the idea of the hopping process was connected w
density fluctuations, it may also apply to orientational rela
ation if the density and orientation are coupled. A detai
treatment of an extended MCT has been presented.48 Several
derivations exist52–55 that give the same results for the inte
esting transition regime between critical decay and the
Schweidler regime.56

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

OHD-OKE data for salol was collected for 14 temper
tures between 247 and 340 K. Figure 1 shows a typical d
set taken at 257 K. The data are displayed with a log p
because of the large ranges of amplitude and time span
Although the decay functions change significantly with te
perature, some common features are clear and can be se
Fig. 1. The initial decay is a composition of electronic a
nuclear contributions.33,57 Because of the short pulses~,70
fs! used for the earliest portion of the data, the electronic p
of the OHD-OKE signal does not contribute to the signal
t.300 fs. Measurements at shorter times using polariza
selective TG-OKE experiments,33 which eliminate the elec-
tronic contribution to the signal, were used to measure

3726 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 9, 1 September 2000
decays fort,300 fs and confirm that the OHD-OKE data are
free of an electronic contribution fort.300 fs.33
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Low-frequency internal molecular vibrations excited b
stimulated Raman scattering are seen as oscillations in
signal up to;2 ps. Because of the log time axis, the osc
lations appear more closely spaced as the time gets longe
a recent study on salol, some intramolecular degrees of f
dom were identified28 that may account for the oscillations
The structure of the signal in this time regime is complex.
addition to the oscillations, the signal decays over this
riod. A more detailed analysis will be given below. Once t
oscillations are damped, the subsequent decay of the si
can be subdivided into different sections. Depending on
temperature, one or more power law decays can be ide
fied. Power law decays appear as straight lines on a log p
The final decays at long times have a stretched expone
or nearly exponential form with decay times increasing w
decreasing temperature. On the log plot shown in Fig. 1,
nearly exponential decay appears as the steep descent fo
ing the more gradual decay at shorter times. All of the d
sets have the same general form, but major features~power
laws, final approximately exponential decays! occur on dif-
ferent time scales depending on the temperature. Figu
displays all 14 data sets. Data sets were collected from
shortest times through the final, approximately exponen
decay~not shown for the lowest temperatures!.

A. Fast oscillations

Figure 3 displays the very short time portion of the da
for several temperatures. The time axis is linear to make
oscillations and the decays more visible. The vertical axi
still a log scale, which distorts the appearance of the osc
tions. The oscillations excited by stimulated Raman scat
ing are almost temperature independent in both freque
and amplitude, strongly suggesting that these oscillati
arise from excitation of low-frequency internal vibration
modes of salol. The underlying decay becomes more p
nounced at lower temperatures. The inset in Fig. 3 sho

FIG. 2. The OHD-OKE signal from salol is plotted vs time on a log plot f
all temperatures measured: 247, 250, 253, 257, 261, 255, 270, 280,
300, 310, 320, 330, and 340 K~bottom to top!. The data are scaled
I OHDOKE(t50)51. At the shortest times, all of the data sets display t
electronic response and intramolecular oscillations. The data sets have
stantial temperature dependence.

Hinze et al.
salol data taken at 241.4 K with a polarization selective TG-
OKE experiment to separate electronic and nuclear contribu-
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90 K

the
tions to the signal.33 While the OHD-OKE experiment give
a signal linear in the induced polarization, the TG-OKE e
periment produces a signal proportional to the absolute v
squared of the polarization. The time axis is the same a
the main figure. The electronic signal~e! reflects the pulse
shape. The shift of the nuclear signal from the electro
signal is real and arises because of the time required
orientational displacement to occur following the impulsi
excitation of the sample. The inset demonstrates that da
longer times are not influenced by the electronic contribut
to the signal.

The oscillations can be decomposed into two com
nents, which differ in frequency, amplitude, and decay tim
The corresponding values obtained by a fitting procedure
shown in Table I. The data were fit to two exponentia
damped sinusoids and an additional slowly decay
stretched exponential. The stretched exponential was u
only to model the underlying decay in the fit to the oscil
tions. It was not used in the subsequent MCT data analy
The two frequencies are 5.7 THz~190 cm21! and 4.8 THz
~160 cm21!. The high frequencies indicate that the oscil
tions arise from intramolecular modes. To confirm that
oscillations are intramolecular, experiments were perform
in a solution of 5 mol% salol in CCl4 at room temperature
The same oscillations were found, verifying that the osci
tions are from intramolecular vibrations of salol.

FIG. 3. The short time portions of several data sets~250, 257, 270, 290, 320
and 340 K, bottom to top! on a semi-log plot. Oscillations from intramo
lecular vibrations~5.7 and 4.8 THz! contribute to the OHD-OKE signal up
to ;2 ps. The frequency and amplitude of the oscillations are essent
temperature independent, but the underlying decay is temperature d
dent. The inset shows data taken at 241.4 K using polarization sele
transient grating optical Kerr effect experiments. The choice of polarizat
permits the separation of the electronic~e! and nuclear~n! contributions to
the overall signal. The time axis for the inset is the same as for the m
figure.

TABLE I. The initial oscillatory part of the OKE signal can be decompos
in two components that differ in frequency, amplitude, and decay time.

Relative
amplitude Frequency Decay time

1 ~2565!% ~5.760.1! THz ~2.160.3! ps

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 9, 1 September 2000
2 ~7565!% ~4.860.1! THz ~2.660.3! ps
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B. The intermediate time scale data

Figure 4 displays some of the data shown in Fig. 2 b
on an expanded time scale to emphasize the intermed
time regime. Also shown in Fig. 4 is a plot oft21 ~dashed
line! as an aid to the eye. At times just prior to the stretch
exponential~long time! portion of the decay, all of the de
cays display a power law behavior. This power law, the v
Schweidler region in the MCT, can be seen in Fig. 4 m
clearly in the intermediate temperature data. At short tim
t,2 ps, another power law is observed. This can be s
most clearly in the low-temperature curves in Fig. 4,
though the small range over which this power law can
distinguished from the shortest time scale part of the sig
makes direct analysis difficult~see below!. In addition to the
short time critical decay~attributed to the fastb process!
power law and the long time von Schweidler power law, w
observe a substantial region between these that has the
pearance of a power law, which will be referred to as t
intermediate power law. The intermediate power law can
seen most clearly in Fig. 4 in the low-temperature curves.
247 K, it extends fromt.2 up to;500 ps. Comparison o
this curve to thet21 line shows that the data are;t21.

To analyze the power laws quantitatively, several pro
dures were employed. The derivatives,d log IOHDOKE/d log t,
of the salol data were plotted. A power law decay results
a horizontal line, and the exponent is they axis intercept. We
used this procedure to test if power laws are present. Nois
the original data is amplified by taking the derivative; the
fore, the procedure could only be used forT>253 K. Two
different power law regimes were clearly revealed. The
ponent of the fast one changes with temperature. The ex
nent of the slower one remains almost constant over the
tire temperature regime.

For a quantitative analysis, theI OHDOKE data were fit to
several power laws. The OHD-OKE experiment measu
the impulse response function. The impulse response fu
tion is the time derivative of the associated correlation fu

ly
en-
ve
s

in

FIG. 4. The intermediate time portion of the data from;1 ps to;10 ns for
several temperatures: 247, 250, 253, 257, 261, 266, 270, 280, and 2
~bottom to top!. The data are scaled,I OHDOKE(t50)51. The data appear to
be a power law at intermediate times. This can be seen most clearly in
T5247 K data, where the intermediate power law span is;2<t<
;500 ps. The dashed line is a plot oft21 as an aid to the eye.

3727Structural relaxation in a supercooled liquid
tion. To compare to exponents calculated for the density–
density correlation function with MCT, the following
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identifications are made. We associate the fast and the
power laws with the critical decay and the von Schweid
decay, respectively. The exponents,x, found in the experi-
mental data are converted to the parameters used in the
relation functions viab511x anda5212x, wherea and
b are given in Eqs.~2! and~3!, and their relationship is given
in Eq. ~4!. At the highest temperatures, only the vo
Schweidler power law can be clearly identified; at low
temperature,T<290 K, the exponents of all three powe
laws can be determined.

Figure 5~a! displays the exponents for the vo
Schweidler power law. Within experimental error,b is tem-
perature independent. Its value, obtained by averaging
all temperatures, isb50.59, which is in accord with light-
scattering experiments.16 From Eq.~4!, this value ofb gives
l50.73.

To analyze the contributions from relaxation to t
OHD-OKE signal at short times,t,2 ps, it was necessary t
remove the oscillations in the data. To do this, the data w
Fourier transformed into the frequency domain, and the
sulting frequency domain data were numerically filtered
ing a Gaussian shape for the peaks occurring at the freq
cies of the oscillations. The filtered data were back Fou
transformed. This procedure worked well fort>1 ps, but at
shorter times, some oscillatory components remained.
therefore restrict our data analysis to timest>1 ps. To as-
sure that removing the oscillations from the signal has
affect on the remaining relaxation curve, several experime

FIG. 5. The power law exponents,x, found in the experimental data ar
converted tob511x anda5212x, wherea andb are given in Eqs.~2!
and ~3!, and the relationship between them is given in Eq.~4!. In addition,
the intermediate power law exponent isj511x. ~a! The slowest power
law, the von Schweidler power law, can be measured over the entire
perature regime with an almost constant value of the exponentb50.59.~b!
The fastest power law, attributed to the critical decay, has a value of
exponenta>0.3 near the mode-coupling theoryTc in accord with Eq.~4!.
Below Tc , the exponenta is highly temperature dependent. Well aboveTc ,
it also appears to be temperature dependent, but its value is difficu
measure at higher temperatures.~c! The intermediate power law exponent,j.
A value of j>0 corresponds to an experimental intermediate power law
;t21 ~see Fig. 4!.

3728 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 9, 1 September 2000
at one temperature were performed with significantly longe
pulse lengths. The additional data were taken with 160
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pulses. These pulses are too long to excite the internal vi
tions. The data taken with the longer pulses had no osc
tions and agreed perfectly with the short pulse decays
had the oscillations removed by the Fourier transfo
method.

As will be discussed subsequently, the slope of the d
changes at;2 ps. Breaking the time dependence into regio
represented by power laws is a first-order description of
data. The data will be reconsidered including higher or
terms in ideal MCT. However, obtaining the power law e
ponents for the critical decay~fast b process! and the von
Schweidler decay provides insight into the temperatu
dependent behavior of the system. The time range avail
to determine the critical decay exponent is very limited,
<t<2 ps. While it is somewhat arbitrary, we have chose
power law to characterize the data in this range so that
can compare with quantitative predictions of MCT close
the MCT transition temperature,Tc . ~For salol,
Tc>257 K;16,58,59 there is a significant error bar on th
value.! Figure 5~b! displays the exponenta @Eq. ~2!#. The
value is temperature dependent, particularly belowTc . It is
noteworthy that forTc,T,Tc110 K, we find an exponen
a'0.3,39 which is in accord withb50.59 andl50.73 via
Eq. ~4!. Below Tc , a is highly temperature dependent an
increases to 1.3 at 247 K. At temperatures well aboveTc , a
appears to decrease with increasing temperature, but its v
is difficult to measure accurately in this temperature rang

Between the critical decay and von Schweidler pow
laws, there is a significant range of the data that has
appearance of another power law, the intermediate po
law. At 290 K, the experimental value of the intermedia
power law exponent is;20.6, and the exponent become
progressively more negative as the temperature decrea
While at the high temperatures, separating the componen
the decays is difficult, at lower temperatures the three diff
ent power laws can be distinguished readily. As can be s
in Fig. 4, the intermediate power law exponent is;21 at
247 K, which is belowTc . The crossover from the fast deca
to the intermediate power law is almost temperature indep
dent and located at;2 ps. The crossover from the interme
diate to the slow power law shifts from about 10 ps at 290
to ;500 ps at 247 K. The temperature dependence of
intermediate power law exponent is shown in Fig. 5~c! asj
511x, wherex is the experimentally measured expone
j5;0 corresponds to an observed exponent of;21.

C. Comparison to ideal MCT including higher order
terms

In the previous section, the data were discussed in te
of three power laws, the critical decay at short time, the v
Schweidler decay at longer times, and the region betw
these two power laws, which was modeled as the interm
ate power law. The intermediate power law spans a broa
range of times as the temperature is decreased, and
;t21 below Tc ~see Figs. 4 and 5!. To examine the time
range covering the critical decay through the von Schweid
decay quantitatively, it is necessary to go beyond first or

m-

e

to

f

Hinze et al.
r
fs
in the description of ideal MCT. The critical decay power
law and the von Schweidler power law@Eqs.~2! and~3!# are
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the leading terms of Eqs.~6! and ~7!. A quantitative com-
parison between the data and ideal MCT can be perform
by solving the MCT equation of motion to obtain the be
correlator45 either numerically or by using power law expa
sions with the appropriate coefficients.43,44 Here we employ
the power law expansions given in Eqs.~6! and ~7!.

Equations~6! and~7! combine to provide a master curv
Oncel is obtained from experiment, all of the coefficients
Eqs.~6! and ~7! are known.43,44 There are no adjustable pa
rameters in Eqs.~6! and ~7!. Equation~6! goes over to Eq.
~7! at ts , and the time axis is scaled by 1/ts . At sufficiently
long time, the master curve goes over to a form that is
proximately a stretched exponential with time constantta

}usu2g with g5(1/2a)1(1/2b). The long time,a relax-
ation, portions of the data will be discussed below.

Figure 6 displays the salol data compared to the ma
curve calculations. The curves have been offset on the v
cal axis for clarity of presentation. The amplitudes of t
curves are discussed below. The long time scalea portions
of the calculations have been omitted~see Fig. 10!. To de-
terminel, we use the experimental value of the exponenb,
since it could be determined with more accuracy than
exponenta. For b50.59, from Eq.~4!, l50.73. The tabu-

44

FIG. 6. The salol data compared to the master curve calculations~b cor-
relator!, Eqs. ~6! and ~7!, predicted by ideal mode-coupling theory usin
l50.73 from Eq.~4! for b50.59. The curves are for temperatures~top to
bottom! 247, 250, 253, 257, 261, 266, 270, 280, 290, 300, 310, 320, 3
and 340 K. For temperatures aboveTc , the agreement between the predi
tions of ideal MCT and the data is remarkable. The inset displays the
called rectification diagrams. MCT predicts that the quantitiests

22a andcs
2,

wherecs is the amplitude of the data, should depend linearly onT, and the
intersection of the lines with the abscissa givesTc . Both types of data
display the predicted dependence and giveTc5252 K. BelowTc , the time-
dependent data do not have the shape of the master curve.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 9, 1 September 2000
lated expansion coefficientswere used; onlyts ~discussed
below! was adjusted for each temperature to obtain a be
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agreement. AboveTc , the shape of the master curve show
outstanding agreement with the data over the full range
times. The ability of ideal mode-coupling theory to repr
duce the functional form of the data is remarkable.

In addition to the temperature-dependent shapes of
master curves, ideal MCT also predicts the temperature
pendence ofts andcs , the amplitude of the curves. Thets

were obtained from the comparison of the calculated ma
curves to the data. Thecs were obtained in the following
manner. Aroundt50, the OHD-OKE signal is completely
dominated by the electronic response of the system. Th
fore, the size of thet50 peak can be used to normalize th
data at each temperature even though the instrumental
tings may change from one temperature to another.cs is the
amplitude of theI OHD-OKE(t5ts)•ts scaled byI OHD-OKE(t
50).

MCT predicts that the quantitiests
22a andcs

2 should de-
pend linearly onT. The intersections of these lines with th
abscissa isTc , the mode-coupling transition temperatur
The inset in Fig. 6 displays the so-called rectification d
grams, wherets

22a and cs
2 are plotted vs temperature.A is

taken to be 0.32 in accord withl50.73. Since the values o
cs

2 are relative, they were scaled to use the same vertical
at ts

22a to make possible a direct comparison. As can be s
in the inset, both types of data fall on the same line and g
a value ofTc5252 K with an error bar estimated to be64 K.
This value is consistent with previous estimates ofTc that
average to 257 K16,58,59with an error of approximately66
K. ~As discussed below, the rectification diagram forta

givesTc5255 K.! The fact that thets data and thecs data as
well as the master curve data obey the predictions of id
MCT is truly noteworthy. Whilets was varied to obtain the
calculated master curves, the resulting values ofts obey the
MCT predictions.

However, close to and belowTc , it can be seen that the
master curve data in Fig. 6 do not have the same form as
calculated master curves, even with the adjustment ofts .
Furthermore, in ideal MCT, asTc is approached, the time
scalingts goes to infinity. Ideal MCT predicts an ergodic t
nonergodic transition atTc . The data should plateau (ts

→`), and complete structural relaxation should cease atTc .
These predictions are not in accord with the data.

While the ideal MCT master curve does a very good j
of describing the data aboveTc , it cannot describe the dat
below Tc . As pointed out above, the data between the cr
cal decay and the von Schweidler decay have the appear
of a power law with a temperature-dependent exponent.
low Tc , ideal MCT predicts a plateau following the critica
decay.

The impulse response function, measured by the OH
OKE experiments, is proportional to the time derivative
the correlation function. Since we observe a functional fo
that has the appearance of a power law decay in what sh
be the plateau region, instead of describing the plateau b

0,

o-

3729Structural relaxation in a supercooled liquid
st
constant, we will employ a heuristic model for the purposes
of discussion, i.e.,
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f~ t !5 f q

cS 22S t

tj
D jD . ~9!

tj is a rescaling time. In this heuristic description, forT
<Tc , the ideal MCT plateau would correspond toj50, and
Eq. ~9! reduces tof(t)5 f q

c . Since the experimental data a
related to the derivative of Eq.~9!, for j;0, the signal will
decay as;t21.

As shown in Fig. 5~c!, the exponent,j, progresses
smoothly to;0 as the temperature is decreased. This beh
ior does not seem to be peculiar to salol. In Fig. 7
temperature-dependent exponents,j, are plotted for salol and
ortho-terphenyl (Tc5290 K) versus a reduced temperatu
~The full details of the experiments on ortho-terphenyl w
be published subsequently.60! Within experimental error, the
two liquids display identical temperature dependences.
T.Tc , j.0. j decreases with temperature, and belowTc ,
becomes;0. j>0 in Eq. ~9! corresponds to an almost con
stant correlation function~the ‘‘plateau’’ region! between the
critical decay and the von Schweidler regime.

D. Extended MCT analysis

In ideal MCT, structural relaxation occurs only abo
Tc . The parameter,l, determines the shape of th
b-relaxation function via the power law exponentsa andb.
A change in temperature shifts the time scale of
b-relaxation function but does not affect its shape. In e
tended MCT@Eq. ~8!#, the additional hopping parameter,d,
affects the shape of the relaxation function.48 In extended
MCT, the shape of the time-dependent function is de
mined by three parameters,s(T), l, andd. d ands can be
combined witht0 to give d̂5t0d/s, reflecting the scaling
behavior of Eq.~8!. Then,d̂ andl determine the shape of th
b-relaxation function.d̂50 corresponds to ideal MCT.

Figure 8 compares experimental data taken belowTc
61

FIG. 7. The correlation function exponentj @Eq. ~9!# of the intermediate
power law data is plotted versus a reduced temperature for two sam
salol ~d! (Tc5257 K) and ortho-terphenyl~* ! (Tc5290 K). ~Refs. 26 and
60!. Within experimental error, the two liquids have the identical tempe
ture dependences ofj. Slightly below the literature value ofTc , j;0, which
corresponds to a power law;t21 in the data~see Fig. 4!. From Eq.~9!, j;0
implies that the correlation function is approximately a plateau.

3730 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 9, 1 September 2000
with extended MCT calculations. The calculations were
performed withl50.73 for three cases:~a! T.Tc , d̂50
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~dotted line!, ~b! T'Tc , d̂@1 ~dashed line!, and ~c! T
,Tc , d̂!1 ~dashed-dotted line!. Thed̂@1 case has substan
tial hopping~larged! with a smalls, i.e., T is nearTc . The
d̂!1 case hasd less than a certain value~relatively smalld!
and T well below Tc . Many calculations were performe
that spanned a wide range ofd ands. The three cases pre
sented here represent limiting situations and all the ot
calculations produce curves that fall between those sho
here. The shape of the curves calculated ford̂@1 are iden-
tical for all temperatures above and belowTc . As discussed
in the previous section, the experimental data are well
scribed by ideal MCT aboveTc with l50.73.

The transition region between the critical decay and
von Schweidler decay corresponds in the frequency dom
to the minimum in the susceptibilityx9~v!. In the experi-
ments, this region is becoming broader as the tempera
decreases. The ‘‘intermediate power law’’ has a wider tim
span as the temperature is lowered. In contrast, exten
MCT predicts the opposite behavior; the transition becom
sharper with decreasing temperature. The impulse resp
function ~time derivative of the correlation function! for case
~c! ( d̂!1) shows an additional feature in the transition r
gime, i.e., where in ideal MCT the crossover from the critic
decay to the von Schweidler decay occurs. Following
critical decay, the relaxation first slows down and th
speeds up again at longer times. A typical example for c
~c! is plotted in the inset of Fig. 8 withd̂51026. While in
case~b!, d̂@1 is sufficient to determine the shape of th
decay, in case~c!, the vertical position of the plateau, whic
appears after the downward bend, depends on the valued̂.

ˆ

les

-

FIG. 8. Experimental data at 247 K and extended MCT calculations@Eq.
~8!# with l50.72 for three cases:~a! d̂50, no hopping~dotted line!, ~b! d̂
@1, substantial hopping~dashed line!, and~c! d̂!1, relatively little hopping
~dashed-dotted line!. Many calculations were performed that cover a wi
range of parameters. All calculations produce curves that fall between t
shown. The calculations show that extended MCT cannot account for
shape of the experimental data belowTc . The impulse response function fo
case~c! ( d̂!1) shows an additional feature following the critical decay; t
relaxation first slows down and then speeds up again at longer time
typical example is plotted in the inset withd̂51026. The vertical position of
the plateau, which appears after the downward bend, depends on the
of d̂.

Hinze et al.
As d becomes smaller, the location of the plateau is lowered.
At longer times, not shown in the inset, the curve turns down
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again, becoming a power law decay dominated by the h
ping process. In the frequency domain, the downward b
to an almost vertical decay corresponds to the so-ca
‘‘knee.’’ ~It should be noted that in recent light-scatteri
experiments, the knee, which had been reported previou
was not observed, and its previous reports were attribute
an artifact in earlier experiments.62–64!

The calculations in Fig. 8 show that extended MCT ca
not account for the shape of the experimental data belowTc .
Independent of the choice ofd̂, the decays calculated wit
extended MCT fall too quickly. In fact, the curve that com
closest to the data is ford̂50, i.e., ideal MCT, which does
not apply belowTc . As shown in Fig. 7, for both salol an
ortho-terphenyl, there is a smooth progression of the d
from well aboveTc to belowTc . Ideal MCT does an excel
lent job of describing the data aboveTc . Extended MCT is
not able to reproduce the data at and belowTc using either a
small or large hopping parameter. Clearly, extended MCT
in accord with the data in the sense that it eliminates
plateau predicted by ideal MCT. It is possible that
alternative extension of MCT with some type of hoppi
could account for the data.

E. Structural relaxation

The portions of the experimental relaxation curves w
the strongest temperature dependences are at the lo
times ~see Figs. 1 and 2!. The long time component of th
decays corresponds to the structural relaxation~a-process!.
Figure 9 displays the decay times,ta , obtained by fitting the
data at long times to60

f }tp exp~2t/ta!. ~10!

Also plotted are the decay times from long time data pre
ously obtained on salol.29 The decay times have the temper
ture dependence typical of fragile supercooled liquids. T
decay slows substantially as the temperature is reduced

FIG. 9. The long time decay timeta ~filled circles! and additional data
reported previously~Ref. 29! ~open circles!. The solid line is calculated with
ideal MCT using Eqs.~11! and ~12! with Tc5255 K. The inset shows the
rectification diagram forta , i.e.,ta

21/g vsT with g52.4. Extrapolatingta
21/g

to the intersection of the line with the abscissa givesTc5255 K.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 9, 1 September 2000
ing from ;100 ps at the highest temperature to severalms at
the lowest temperature.
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Figure 9 contains the calculated curve based on the
diction of ideal MCT, i.e.,

ta}usu2g, ~11!

with

g5
1

2a
1

1

2b
. ~12!

Usingb50.59~see Fig. 5! and the corresponding value ofa,
g52.4. The inset displays the rectification diagram forta .
Extrapolatingta

21/g linearly to the intersection with the ab
scissa yieldsTc5255 K. This value is within experimenta
error of the value determined from the inset of Fig. 6 and
the values reported previously.16,58,59The ideal MCT calcu-
lated curve~solid line in the main body of the figure! with
Tc5255 K does an excellent job of reproducing the data w
no adjustable parameters down to;Tc . Clearly, the predic-
tion of ideal MCT of vanishing structural relaxation atTc , a
temperature well above the laboratoryTg , is not fulfilled.
Below Tc thea-process continues to slow, as can be seen
Fig. 9. Nonetheless, aboveTc , ideal MCT does a notable job
of describing the data. With a single value of the v
Schweidler power law exponentb, obtained from the experi-
mental data~Fig. 5!, ideal MCT is able to reproduce the da
through the predictions of the short through intermedi
time scale master curve~Fig. 6! and the long time decay
parameter,ta , from ;1 ps toms.

The OHD-OKE experiments measure the time derivat
of the polarizability–polarizability correlation function~ori-
entational relaxation!. MCT describes the density–densi
correlation function. The agreement between the predicti
of MCT and the data supports the assumption that the be
ior of these two correlation functions is closely related.

F. The boson peak

A feature that is observed in many scattering expe
ments on supercooled liquids is referred to as the bo
peak.65–68This feature also appears in the present data, b
can be seen more readily by a frequency domain represe
tion of the susceptibility,x9~n!, shown in Fig. 10. The oscil-
lations in the time domain data at very short times, aris
from the intramolecular vibrations~Figs. 1–3!, are visible in
Fig. 10 as two peaks at 4.8 and 5.7 THz. Two features do
nate the frequency domain data at lower frequencies.
microscopic peak, to which the data are normalized, sho
significant temperature dependence. It shifts from;1.5 THz
at 340 K to;1.9 THz at 247 K. The inset shows the pe
position as a function of temperature.

At ;0.5 THz, an enhancement in the susceptibility c
be found, which is attributed to the boson peak.65–68 In spe-
cific heat measurements, the boson peak shows up a
excess contribution.69 Several explanations for the boso
peak have been proposed;70–72 however, a consensus abo
its microscopic origin is still missing.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

3731Structural relaxation in a supercooled liquid
In this paper, detailed time domain experiments have
been used to study the dynamics in the supercooled liquid,
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salol. The experiments employed optical heterodyne dete
optical Kerr effect and transient grating optical Kerr me
surements, which were able to span a time range from;100
fs to ;1 ms. The experiments were conducted from 340
well above the mode-coupling theoryTc down to 247 K,
below Tc . At the shortest times, high-frequency oscillatio
are observed to arise from intramolecular vibrations of sa
At longer times, the data have the appearance of three po
laws. The power law on the shortest time scale is the crit
decay~fast b process!. The power law on the longest tim
scale is the von Schweidler decay. Between these is a re
that increases in time scale from 10 ps at 340 K to 500 p
247 K ~see Fig. 4!, which we call the intermediate powe
law. At times longer than the von Schweidler power law, t
data decay almost exponentially. The long time decay is
a-process, i.e., complete orientational relaxation.

The experimental data are compared to the prediction
ideal mode-coupling theory and extended mode-coup
theory. For temperatures aboveTc , ideal MCT does a truly
remarkable job of describing the data. Using the experim
tal determination of the von Schweidler power law expone
b ~see Fig. 5!, ideal MCT predicts master curves wit
temperature-dependent time scaling that are able to do
accurate job of reproducing the temperature-dependent
in the time range spanned by the three power laws mentio
above~see Fig. 6!. The master curves can be calculated wi
out recourse to adjustable parameters other than the am
tude of the overall curves. The scaling time,ts , and the
amplitude,cs , also conform to the prediction of ideal MC
~see inset Fig. 6!, i.e., ts

22a andcs
2 fall on a line and yield a

consistent value ofTc5252 K. In addition, using the expo
nentb as the experimental input, ideal MCT reproduces
temperature dependence ofta , the decay constant for th
long time scalea-process, andta

21/g vs temperature fall on a
line as predicted, yieldingTc5255 K, a consistent value
within experimental error.

The data on all time scales make a continuous prog

FIG. 10. Data from Fig. 2 are shown in the frequency domain for h
frequencies. The intramolecular vibrational frequencies appear as pea
5.7 and 4.8 THz and are temperature independent. The data are norm
at the maximum of the microscopic peak, which shifts from;1.5 THz at
340 K to ;1.9 THz at 247 K~see inset!. At lower frequencies, the boson
peak shows up as an enhancement in the susceptibility around 0.5 TH

3732 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 9, 1 September 2000
sion with temperature as the temperature is decreased bel
Tc , in contrast to the predictions of ideal MCT. The inter-
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mediate power law, which aboveTc is a portion of the mas-
ter curve, goes as;t21 below Tc . The optical Kerr effect
experiment measures the impulse response function, whic
the derivative of the polarizability–polarizability correlatio
function. In essence, the experiment measures orientati
relaxation in the same manner as light scattering does in
frequency domain. MCT describes the density–density c
relation function. Because density and orientational fluct
tions are intimately connected, it is assumed that the pre
tions of MCT also apply to the orientational correlatio
function. The excellent agreement between the data and i
MCT aboveTc is an indication that this assumption is co
rect. Following the critical decay, ideal MCT predicts th
the correlation function will be a plateau atTc , i.e., complete
structural relaxation will not occur. It is interesting to no
that if the correlation function is a power law with expone
;0 rather than a plateau, then the time derivative will be
power law with exponent;21, as observed. The intermed
ate power law is a useful phenomenological description
cause it permits the data to be described in a consistent m
ner above and belowTc . Figure 7 shows that the behavior o
the intermediate power law is the same in salol and ort
terphenyl.

Extended mode-coupling theory was developed to
count for the structural relaxation that is observed in sup
cooled liquids belowTc down to the glass transition. A hop
ping mechanism is added to the equations of motion of id
MCT. However, as shown in Fig. 8, extended MCT cann
reproduce the experimentally observed functional form
the data belowTc . Regardless of the choice of the hoppin
parameter, extended MCT predicts decays that are too s
in the time range from the critical decay to the vo
Schweidler power law.

The experiments presented in this paper provide a
tailed view of dynamics in a supercooled liquid. The com
parisons to theory show that ideal MCT provides an exc
lent description of the temperature-dependent dynam
aboveTc , but extended MCT is not yet able to capture t
nature of the dynamics at or belowTc .
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